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We lease or purchase all types of office accommodations including multi-tenant buildings, business and office parks,
and even mixed-use scenarios. We offer innovative transaction structuring, financing expertise, and cutting-edge
marketing to secure the best possible results when leasing offices.

Before occupation[ edit ] Between 3 September , when the United Kingdom declared war against Germany,
and 9 May , little changed in the Channel Islands. Conscription did not exist, but a number of people travelled
to Britain to join up as volunteers. The horticulture and tourist trades continued as normal; the British
government relaxed restrictions on travel between the UK and the Channel Islands in March , enabling tourists
from the UK to take morale-boosting holidays in traditional island resorts. Let no one be mistaken; it is not
mere territorial conquest that our enemies are seeking. It is the overthrow, complete and final, of this Empire
and of everything for which it stands, and after that the conquest of the world. And if their will prevails they
will bring to its accomplishment all the hatred and cruelty which they have already displayed. Thus despite the
reluctance of Prime Minister Winston Churchill , the British government gave up the oldest possession of the
Crown "without firing a single shot. The "Channel Islands had been demilitarised and declared Guernsey was
too far away to help at such short notice. Four yachts set off immediately, with 14 others being made ready
within 24 hours. The first yachts arrived in Saint-Malo on the morning of 17 June and embarked troops from
shore to waiting transport ships; the remaining yachts from Jersey arrived on 18 June and helped clear the last
parties from land. The last troops left the islands on 20 June, departing so quickly that bedding and
half-consumed meals were left in Castle Cornet. Four-fifths of the children and altogether almost half the
population of Guernsey were transported to England so that scarcely a family was undivided. With no
planning and secrecy being maintained, communications between the island governments and the UK took
place in an atmosphere of confusion and misinterpretation. Opinion was divided and chaos ensued with
different policies adopted by the different islands. The British government concluded its best policy was to
make available as many ships as possible so that islanders had the option to leave if they wanted to. The
authorities in Alderney , having no direct communication with the UK, recommended that all islanders
evacuate, and all but a handful did so. The Dame of Sark , Sibyl Hathaway , encouraged everyone to stay. The
message in Guernsey was changed to an anti-evacuation one, in total, 5, school children and 12, adults out of
42, were evacuated. In Jersey, where children were on holiday to help with the potato crop, 23, civilians
registered to leave; however the majority of islanders, [10]: Nearby Cherbourg was already occupied by
German forces before official evacuation boats started leaving on 20 June; the last official one left on 23 June,
[11] though mail boats and cargo ships continued to call at the islands until 28 June. A group of girls
evacuated from the Channel Islands to Marple in Cheshire try on clothes and shoes which have been donated
by the United States. Most evacuated children were separated from their parents, some evacuated children
were assisted financially by the "Foster Parent Plan for Children Affected by War" where each child was
sponsored by a wealthy American. One girl, Paulette, was sponsored by first lady Eleanor Roosevelt. The
Lieutenant Governor of Jersey discussed with the Bailiff of Jersey the matter of being required to carry on
administration under German orders. The Bailiff considered that this would be contrary to his oath of
allegiance, but he was instructed otherwise. The withdrawal of the Lieutenant Governors on 21 June and the
cutting of contact with the Privy Council prevented Royal Assent being given to laws passed by the
legislatures, [14] The Bailiffs took over the civil, but not the military, functions of the Lieutenant Governors.
Since the legislatures met in public session, the creation of smaller executive bodies that could meet behind
closed doors enabled freer discussion of matters such as how far to comply with German orders. The
presidents along with the Crown Officers made up the Superior Council under the presidency of the year-old
Bailiff, Capt. Reconnaissance flights were inconclusive. On 28 June , they sent a squadron of bombers over
the islands and bombed the harbours of Guernsey and Jersey. Peter Port , the main town of Guernsey, some
lorries lined up to load tomatoes for export to England were mistaken by the reconnaissance flights for troop
carriers. A similar attack occurred in Jersey where nine died. In total, 44 islanders were killed in the raids. The
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BBC broadcast a belated message that the islands had been declared "open towns" and later in the day
reported the German bombing of the island. He reported his brief landing to Luftflotte 3 which came to the
decision that the islands were not defended. A platoon of Luftwaffe airmen was flown that evening to
Guernsey by Junkers transport planes. There are no armed forces of any description. The bearer has been
instructed to hand this communication to you. He does not understand the German language. They went by
police car to the Royal Hotel where they were joined by the bailiff, the president of the controlling committee,
and other officials. Lanz announced through an interpreter that Guernsey was now under German occupation.
Alderney, where only a handful of islanders remained, was occupied on 2 July and a small detachment
travelled from Guernsey to Sark, which surrendered on 4 July. The first shipborne German troops consisting
of two anti-aircraft units, arrived in St. They brought in infantry, established communications and anti-aircraft
defences, established an air service with occupied mainland France, and rounded up British servicemen on
leave. Administration[ edit ] Orders of the Commandant of the German Forces in Occupation of the Island of
Jersey, 2 July The Germans organised their administration as part of the department of Manche , administered
as part of military government Area A based in St. Feldkommandantur was set up in Jersey, with a
Nebenstelle in Guernsey also covering Sark , an Aussenstelle in Alderney, and a logistics Zufuhrstelle in
Granville. The civil courts would continue in operation, but German military courts would try breaches of
German law. At first the bailiffs submitted legislation for the assent of the kommandant signed in their
capacities as lieutenant governors. At the end of , the kommandant objected to this style and subsequent
legislation was submitted simply signed as bailiff. German military forces used the scrip for payment of goods
and services. Locals employed by Germans were also paid in the Occupation Reichsmarks. The Germans
allowed entertainment to continue including cinemas and theatre; their military bands performed in public. In ,
the popular German film actress Lil Dagover arrived to entertain German troops in Jersey and Guernsey with a
theatre tour to boost morale. This meant preserving life until such time as the world became dominated by
Nazi Germany or the islands were liberated. Mistakes were made as there were no guidelines on how a
government should act when occupied. Austria was annexed while Czechoslovakia and Poland were invaded
and direct German military governments were installed. Denmark installed a protectorate government and
stayed in power taking a passive and pro-German view by accepting a nonaggression pact. France was split in
two with their government keeping control of the southern zone. The Channel Islands decided their actions
independently of each other and came to very similar passive views, which enabled the existing civil and legal
structures to remain in place. The view of the majority of islanders about active resistance to German rule was
probably expressed by John Lewis, a medical doctor in Jersey. More important still, there would be instant
repercussions on the civilian population who were very vulnerable to all sorts of reprisals. Language such as
the title of one chapter, "Resistance? They did not commit suicide, and they did not kill any Germans. Instead
they settled down, with few overt signs of resistance, to a hard, dull but relatively peaceful five years of
occupation, in which more than half the population was working for the Germans. It is not that they made
some mistakes that is surprising, but that they did so much right in circumstances of the greatest possibly
difficulty. Civilian life under the German occupation of the Channel Islands Life as a civilian during the
occupation came as a shock. Having their own governments continuing to govern them softened the blow and
kept most civilians at a distance from their oppressors. Many lost their jobs when businesses closed down and
it was hard to find work with non-German employers. As the war progressed, life became harsher and morale
fell, especially when radios were confiscated and then when deportations took place in September Food, fuel,
and medicines became scarce and crime increased. Following 6 June , liberation became more likely in the
popular mind, but the hardest times for the civilians was still to come. The winter of was very cold and
hungry, many of the population being saved from starvation by the arrival of Red Cross parcels. Resistance in
the German-occupied Channel Islands Plaque: Prison, Gloucester Street, which stood on this site. Others were
deported and held in camps in Germany and elsewhere from which some did not return. Eddie Chapman , an
Englishman, was in prison for burglary in Jersey when the invasion occurred, and offered to work for the
Germans as a spy under the code name Fritz, and later became a British double agent under the code name
ZigZag. During the German occupation of Jersey , a stonemason repairing the paving of the Royal Square
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incorporated a V for victory under the noses of the occupiers. This was later amended to refer to the Red Cross
ship Vega. The addition of the date and a more recent frame has transformed it into a monument. Resistance
involved passive resistance, acts of minor sabotage , sheltering and aiding escaped slave workers, and
publishing underground newspapers containing news from BBC radio. There was no armed resistance
movement in the Channel Islands. Much of the population of military age had already joined the British or
French armed forces. Because of the small size of the islands, most resistance involved individuals risking
their lives to save someone else. Many islanders were willing to go along with the necessities of occupation as
long as they felt the Germans were behaving in a correct and legal way. Two events particularly jolted many
islanders out of this passive attitude: Audrain drowned, and Hassall and Gould were imprisoned in Germany,
where Gould died. A total of islanders, such as Peter Crill , escaped from the islands to England or France:
Louisa Gould hid a wireless set and sheltered an escaped Soviet prisoner. Betrayed by an informer at the end
of , she was arrested and sentenced on 22 June In she was posthumously awarded the honour British Hero of
the Holocaust. Listening to BBC radio had been banned in the first few weeks of the occupation and then
surprisingly given the policy elsewhere in Nazi-occupied Europe tolerated for a time before being once again
prohibited. In the ban became draconian, with all radio listening even to German stations being banned by the
occupiers, a ban backed up by the confiscation of wireless sets. Denied access to BBC broadcasts, the
populations of the islands felt increased resentment against the Germans and increasingly sought to undermine
the rules. Hidden radio receivers and underground news distribution networks spread. Nevertheless, many
islanders successfully hid their radios or replaced them with home-made crystal sets and continued listening to
the BBC despite the risk of being discovered by the Germans or being informed on by neighbours. The 6d
note was designed by Blampied in such a way that the word six on the reverse incorporated an outsized "X" so
that when the note was folded, the result was the resistance symbol "V" for victory. As a sign of resistance, he
incorporated into the design for the 3d stamp the script initials GR for Georgius Rex on either side of the "3"
to display loyalty to King George VI. The German authorities buried them with full military honours.
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That autumn various tests, consisting of continuous music, were made on metres. The station restarted just
before Christmas as Radio but soon became Radio Caroline with a Top 40 format. In late , Radio Caroline had
money problems. Later that day, the Dutch Royal Navy returned the crew and fighting broke out on board.
Two days later, Mi Amigo was towed to IJmuiden and seized because of unpaid bills. The ship was further
delayed by hull damage and repaired before writs could be issued. Because of a law that allows pirates in
distress to come ashore without arrest, the running aground had no consequences for the crew. Two aerials and
twin transmitters were used for about six weeks until the aerial mast failed. To accommodate the second aerial,
a second short mast, just in front of the bridge, was employed as the other end for the main mast. This service
was Radio Seagull and broadcast live during the evening. Rough weather sometimes prevented tapes from
arriving and old programmes had to be repeated. For the first years, advertising on the station was in demand.
Some DJs were embarrassed but some were fascinated by the challenge of an abstract concept. Disc jockey
Tony Allan developed a following, combining Loving Awareness with a professional style, humanity,
knowledge of music and rich radio voice. Radio Caroline continued, moving its headquarters and servicing
operation to Spain. After 31 August, shows for Radio Mi Amigo were delivered on cassettes rather than
reel-to-reel tapes. The tapes were picked up in Belgium at a bus stop, taken to a small sports plane and
dropped in the sea close to the radio ship. The Mi Amigo "Top 50" tapes were flown over by helicopter to get
them on board more quickly. On 1 September, a small motor launch had difficulties in rough seas. A
coastguard vessel escorted the launch back to shore, but the authorities were unhappy that Caroline listeners
had jammed the emergency switchboards. Tenders and boat owners were warned, and some were prosecuted
for ferrying staff and provisions to the ship. Belgian courts sentenced Tack and some DJs to fines and jail in
absentia , although the prison terms were later cancelled. Wavelength changes[ edit ] The two stations
experimented with different frequencies. Radio Caroline had greater night-time interference, and it was
decided to move Caroline to a new frequency. On 3 March , Caroline closed, announcing that it would return
six days later on metres. This gave reasonable reception by day but strong heterodyne interference at night
because the transmitter crystal was off-channel. On 20 October , technical and financial problems put the Mi
Amigo off the air. Unhappy at the loss of advertising, Radio Mi Amigo terminated its contract with Caroline
in November and broadcast from its own ship, the MV Magdalena later that year, but this was short-lived. On
19 January , the ageing ship took in water and a lifeboat was called to rescue the crew members. Mi Amigo
sinks[ edit ] Main article: It began taking in water and the crew was rescued by lifeboat. Obviously, we hope
to be back with you as soon as possible, but just for the moment we would like to say goodbye. For the
moment from all of us, goodbye and God bless. Having to manoeuvre the lifeboat alongside the stricken
vessel 13 times in high seas and a north-easterly gale earned Coxswain Charles Bowry an RNLI silver medal.
Each of his crew was awarded The Thanks of the Institution on vellum. MV Ross Revenge[ edit ].
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Sign in What is Copyright? The following is provided for informational purposes only and should not be
construed as legal advice. If you need legal advice, contact a lawyer. Copyright law protects original creative
works, such as software, video games, books, music, images, and videos. Copyright law varies by country.
Copyright owners generally have the right to control certain unauthorized uses of their work including the
right to sue people who use their copyrighted work without permission. As a result, certain images and other
copyrighted content may require permissions or licenses, especially if you use the work in a commercial
setting. For example, even if you have permission to use an image, you may need additional permission to use
what is in the image e. You are responsible for obtaining all of the permissions and licenses necessary to use
the content in your specific context. However, even copyright-protected works can be lawfully used without
permission from the copyright holder in certain circumstances. The Wikipedia entry on copyright law contains
a useful overview of copyright law, including fair use and other exceptions to copyright law. Are all creative
works protected by copyright? Not all creative works are protected by copyright. There are many exceptions to
and limits on copyright protection. For example, copyright only protects creative works for limited periods of
time. After the period of protection expires, the copyrighted work enters the public domain. If a work is in the
public domain, the work may be freely used without permission from the creator of the work. You can read
more about the public domain on Wikipedia. What about "fair use"? The copyright laws of many countries
have specific exceptions and limitations to copyright protection. For example, in the United States, "fair use"
allows you to use a copyrighted work without permission in certain circumstances e. What happens if I upload
copyrighted materials to a Microsoft site or service without permission from the copyright owner? However,
we are generally required by law to disable access to copyrighted content including videos, music,
photographs, or other content you upload onto a Microsoft website if the copyright holder claims that the use
of the copyrighted work is infringing. You can let us know if you believe that a copyright holder wrongly
requested that we disable access to content you uploaded e. Note that if you repeatedly use your Microsoft
account to infringe, we may terminate your account. What if my stuff is on a Microsoft site or service without
my permission? If you believe that content hosted by Microsoft infringes your copyright, let us know. How
can I find content to use? Some content available online, such as public domain content, is free to use because
it is not subject to copyright protection. Other content might be subject to copyright but the copyright holder
licenses content with certain restrictions, such as under the Creative Commons license. Other copyrighted
content may be used without permission because a limitation or exception to copyright applies see above
discussion of fair use. Of course, some online content is not free to use, is not licensed by the copyright holder,
and your use will not qualify as fair use. Do I have to disclose where I got content from? It depends, but it is
generally a good practice to credit the original creator of the content. Some content creators require that you
give them credit when you use their work as a condition of use. You should carefully review any license
requirements for any content you plan to use prior to using any content.
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Silicon Valley Bank, a commercial lender which counts as customers half of American startups that went public in , has
just opened an office in the country.

Site[ edit ] Map of Rockefeller Center. The subway station is 47thâ€”50th Streetsâ€”Rockefeller Center. In ,
much of Manhattan, including the future Rockefeller Center site, was established as a "common land" of the
city of New York. At the time, the land was sparsely occupied and consisted mostly of forest. Nicholas
Church to pay for construction. By , there were brownstones on every one of the plots in the Upper Estate,
which were all owned by Columbia. Fulton Cutting , the wealthy and influential Cooper Union president, were
unsuccessful. Lee later informed his boss, John D. As a result, in August , Rockefeller contacted several firms
for advice. Todd , to serve as the principal builder and managing agent for the project. Rockefeller was afraid
that many of the landmarks of his childhood, located in the area, were going to be demolished by the s wave of
development. Medary to judge the proposals. They worked under the umbrella of "Associated Architects" so
none of the buildings could be attributed to any specific firm. Andrew Reinhard and Henry Hofmeister as
rental or tenant architects, to design the floor plans for the complex, [73] [74] and who were known as the
most pragmatic of the Associated Architects. Since the Met would not have any funds until after they sold
their existing building by April, Heydt suggested that the Metropolitan Square Corporation buy the leases
instead, in case the Met ultimately did not have money to relocate. They wanted to sell their existing facility
and move into the proposed new opera house by , which meant that all existing leases would need to be
resolved by May Otherwise, the new opera house could not be mortgaged, and Columbia would regain
possession of the land, which would be a disadvantage for both the Met and Rockefeller. The complex would
contain the Metropolitan Opera facility; a retail area with two story buildings; department stores; two
apartment buildings; and two hotels, with one rising 37 stories and the other being 35 stories. According to
one New York Times account, the shops in the Metropolitan Opera development would be laid out in a way
similar to that of the retail center in the English city of Chester. Young , who was amenable to the suggestion.
One was to abandon the entire development. The other to go forward with it in the definite knowledge that I
myself would have to build it and finance it alone. The RCA founder was enthusiastic about the project,
expressing his vision for a complex that, according to Daniel Okrent, contained "an opera house, a concert
hall, a Shakespeare theaterâ€”and both broadcast studios and office space for RCA and its affiliated
companies". Like the previous Metropolitan Opera proposal, this plan subdivided the complex into eight
blocks with a plaza in the middle of the center block. It was similar to his October plan for the Met, with one
major change: The delivery lane was eliminated in this plan, as it was perceived as unnecessary: Additional
details were released: Ecker granted the money on two conditions: One plan entailed the construction of a
massive pyramid spanning all three blocks; this was later downsized to a small retail pyramid, which evolved
into the oval retail building. This suggestion was not considered further because, as with the diagonal-streets
plan, it would have involved decommissioning streets. Hood created a guideline that all of the office space in
the complex would be no more than 27 feet 8. At the time, air-conditioned office buildings were rare, and the
sunlit offices provided comfortable accommodations, as opposed to offices in many older buildings, which
were dark and cramped. A RKO-operated sound theater would be located in the southernmost block between
48th and 49th streets. The complex would also include space for a future Metropolitan Opera venue on the
northernmost block. The rendering was much criticized, with some taking issue with details or general
dimensions of the as-yet-unconfirmed proposal, and others lambasting the location of the tall skyscrapers
around the plaza. The renowned architectural scholar Lewis Mumford went into exile in upstate New York
specifically because the "weakly conceived, reckless, romantic chaos" of the plans for Rockefeller Center had
violated his sense of style. A wide, planted esplanade , between 50th and 51st streets, would lead pedestrians
from Fifth Avenue, on the east, to the plaza and to the RCA Building to the west, with steps leading down to
the plaza. The western side of the plaza would lead directly to the underground pedestrian mall. The two new
retail buildings, connected to each other, and to the main tower, with a galleria , were proposed to serve
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Italian, and possibly also German, interests upon completion.
5: " Android Car Radio for Mitsubishi Lancer-EVO GPS Stereo Head Unit | eBay
11/7/ an article about the Nazi Foreign Office's Radio liason (and later president of West Germany) Kurt Georg Kiesinger
cites a document that circulated in the Foreign Office with Kiesinger's name as section head on the distribution list.

6: Portfolio Management and Online Trading: Active Trader Pro - Fidelity
If you are using a screen reader and are having problems using this website, please call for assistance. Each Office
Independently.

7: Collaboration with the Axis Powers - Wikipedia
Cottage St, Woonsocket, RI (MLS# ) is a Single Family property with 3 bedrooms and 1 full bathroom. Cottage St is
currently listed for $, and was received on November 08,

8: Radio Caroline - Wikipedia
General Business Contact: Tacoma Ave. S., Suite Tacoma WA info@southsoundorg Executive Office Budget & Finance
Communications ( & dispatch) Communications Systems Community Relations Employee Relations & Risk
Management Information Technology Services Records / Public Counter Services.

9: Microsoft Copyright
DTA considering international 'brokerage' of digital identities. Reaching a point where Australia can 'broker' the agreed
digital identity of a citizen with another country is in the sights of the.
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